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About This Game

Main Features

Put Some G-Power In Your Weapons
GG2 offers 6 main weapons, each has a unique feel, ammunition, an alternate fire m 5d3b920ae0

Title: GunGirl 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BlueEagle Productions
Publisher:
Paul Schneider
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2010
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this game's a. GunGirl 2 is a pretty neat platformer about a gungirl or gundude. Other than its pretty gory there is not much
more to say, besides its free so you can try it yourself now.. Nice also epic. I found this game years ago on the developers
website, downloaded and played through it. I was fun all the way through and I even tried unlocking everything. I'm so glad to
have found it one Steam. One of my favorite games to go back to.. actually pretty nice for a free game.. What seems like a silly
platformer at first, gets a surprising amount of depth later on. There's so much content hiding behind the simple looking surface,
lots of secrets, upgrades, weapon leveling, lots of silly little references, and a fantastic soundtrack.. Uninstall Works! After
screwing around with the controls trying to get them to work I finally gave up on this crap. It's free, it should be free. I got the
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game pad to work once but i couldnt jump but JUMP was unresponsive so I could only walk 3 feet in either direction. If i had
paid for this id already be asking for a refund. Score Break Down.. What seems like a silly platformer at first, gets a surprising
amount of depth later on. There's so much content hiding behind the simple looking surface, lots of secrets, upgrades, weapon
leveling, lots of silly little references, and a fantastic soundtrack.
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